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Knowledge, information

Ideas to share and take home

Participate, debate, have your say!

Shape the future of ModernStats together
Workshop programme

• ModernStats – Evolution
• ModernStats – Integration
• ModernStats – Implementation

Mixture of experience sharing and activities!
A few questions for all of us to keep in mind during the two and half days

• What are the challenges we face today and tomorrow?
• Is this useful to me?
• What do I need?
• What can I add?
• Do I agree with this?
• Do I have a different viewpoint or idea?
• How can all of this be more relevant to me in my statistical work?
What do we want to get out of this?

• Ideas on what:
  • Is relevant, important
  • Needs further development or needs to be changed
  • Is missing
  • Is not relevant anymore

• What would be useful to you in order to better understand the relationships and the interdependencies among the models and with other standards beyond ModernStats?

• What support do you need to better understand and more effectively implement the models?

• What future work is needed?
The most important thing is to...

Enjoy the workshop!